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Abstract

A method� based on ideas from control theory� is de�

scribed for the synchronization of discrete time trans�

mitter�receiver dynamics� Conceptually� the method�

ology consists of constructing observer�receiver dy�

namics that exploit at each time instant the drive sig�

nal and past values of the drive signal� In this way�

the method can be viewed as a dynamic reconstruc�

tion mechanism�

PACS numbers� ���	��Jf ���
���p ������b ������j

�
�
���n

� Introduction

Following Pecora and Caroll �	� a huge interest

in the synchronization of two coupled systems has

arisen� This research is partly motivated by its pos�

sible use in secure communications� cf� ���� Often�

like in �	� a drive�response� or transmitter�receiver�

viewpoint is assumed� In a discrete�time context� this

typically allows for a description of the transmitter as

a n�dimensional dynamical system

x��k�	� � f��x��k�� x��k�� �	�

x��k�	� � f��x��k�� x��k�� ���

where x���� and x���� are vectors of dimensionm and l�

with m� l � n and x�k� � �x��k�� x��k��� Given x����

�Corresponding author�

as the drive signal� the receiver dynamics are taken as

a copy of ���

�x��k�	� � f��x��k�� �x��k��� ���

Synchronization of transmitter and receiver now cor�

responds to the asymptotic matching of ��� and ����

that is

lim
k��

kx��k� � �x��k�k � �� ��

Clearly �� will not be satis�ed in general and� in fact�

conditions on f� and f� that guarantee this condition

are only partially known� cf� �	��� For that reason sev�

eral attempts for achieving synchronization of signals

like x���� and �x���� have been proposed� In particular

we like to recall the �reduced� observer viewpoint ad�

vocated in �	�� which basically admits the construction

of dynamics

�x��k�	� � �f��x��k�� �x��k��� ���

such that �� holds� whatever initial conditions �	�� ���

and ��� have� Although ��� enlarges the idea of using

the copy ��� for ���� there are many systems for which

�� will not be met� no matter how �f� in ��� is chosen�

There is� however� a natural generalization of ��� that

consists in exploiting at each time instant k the drive

signal x��k� and x��k�	�� ���� x��k�N �� Thus� as re�

ceiver dynamics we use the following system

�x�k�	� � �f��x�k�� x��k�� ���� x��k�N ��� ���

	



Here� �x��� is n�dimensional� and �f ��� �� and N are such

that

lim
k��

kx�k�� �x�k�k � �� ���

The receiver ��� acts as an �extended� observer for the

system �	���� in that also past values of the drive signal

x���� are used� It turns out that under fairly weak

conditions receiver dynamics ��� exist such that the

transmitter �	��� and ��� synchronize� see Section ��

Actually� the necessary conditions involved are closely

related with global observability� cf� �		�� or� the

Takens�Aeyels�Sauer Reconstruction Theorem� see

�	����	�������	����	��� However� a crucial di�erence in

our work with the Reconstruction Theorem is that ���

forms a dynamic �inversion� for the state x���� whereas

in the Reconstruction Theorem one computes the state

at some time instant by inverting the observability

map� which determines x��k� from x��k�� ���� x��k�N ��

It is interesting to note that an alternative using look�

up tables for this procedure was proposed in �	���

The proposed transmitter�receiver synchronization us�

ing a receiver of the form ��� can be demonstrated nu�

merically on several examples from the literature� see

e�g� ��� 
�� In this paper� we will� amongst others�

consider the example from ���� The organization of

this paper is as follows� In the next section we present

a design procedure for observer dynamics ��� where

N � n � 	� Section � presents numerical simulations

of some synchronization problems where an observer

presented in Section � is used� The paper ends with

some concluding remarks�

� Observer design

In this section� we focus on an observer design for non�

linear� discrete�time� autonomous� single output sys�

tems of the form

x�k�	� � f�x�k��� y�k� � h�x�k��� ���

for k � �� 	� �� � � �� where x��� is a vector of dimension

n and y��� is a scalar� Assuming that the Jacobian of

h is nonzero � which implies that a nontrivial signal

from the dynamics is transmitted � we can� at least lo�

cally� rewrite ��� in a form like �	��� with y�k� � x��k�

being one�dimensional� Within the context of synchro�

nization� it is desired to reconstruct �asymptotically�

the �n � 	��dimensional x���� on the basis of the se�

quence x��k� �k � 	� �� � � ��� We will do this using a

suitably selected dynamics of the form ��� which basi�

cally means that we treat the synchronization problem

as a sort of observer problem� cf� �	��� Without loss of

generality we can assume that f��� � � and h��� � ��

For ��� we de�ne the so�called observability map � by

��x� ��

�
����

h�x�

h � f�x�
���

h � fn���x�

�
���� �
�

where h�f�x� �� h�f�x��� f� �� f � fj �� f �fj��� The

system ��� is called strongly locally observable around

x � � if the Jacobian �����x� ��� is invertible�

We now sketch a procedure to derive two di�erent

types of observers for a strongly locally observable sys�

tem ���� This procedure was proposed in ��� �� and

represents an extension of the works �� and ���� For

clarity of presentation� we will restrict to the case that

n � �� Extensions to other cases are straightforward�

So� consider a strongly locally observable system ���

with n � �� and de�ne si�x� �� h � f i���x� �i �

	� �� ��� Since ��� is strongly locally accessible� s �

col�s�� s�� s�� forms a new set of coordinates for ���

around x � �� In what follows� we will assume

throughout that s forms a new set of coordinates glob�

ally� i�e�� � in �
� is a global di�eomorphism on IRn�

It is straightforwardly checked that in these new coor�

dinates the system ��� takes the form

s�k�	� �

�
s��k�
s��k�

fs�s�k��

�
� y�k� � s��k� �	��

where fs�s� �� h � f������s��� Next� de�ne

	


�



�

z��k� �� s��k�
z��k� �� s��k�

�fs�y�k � ��� y�k � 	�� s��k��
z��k� �� s��k�

�fs�y�k � 	�� s��k�� s��k��

�		�

It then follows from �	����		� that z � col�z�� z�� z��

satis�es

z�k�	� �

�
� � �
	 � �
� 	 �

�
 �z �

E

z�k�

�

�
�
�
fs�y�k � ��� y�k � 	�� y�k��

�
 �z �

��y�k����y�k����y�k��

�

y�k� � z��k��

�	��

An observer of type � now has the form

�



�z�k�	� � E�z�k� � ��y�k � ��� y�k � 	�� y�k��

�

�
q�
q�
q�

� �
y�k� � �y�k�

�
�

�y�k� � �z��k��� k � ��

�	��

where q�� q�� q� are still to be determined� De�ning the

error signal e �� �z � z� we obtain the error dynamics

e�k�	� �

�
� � �q�
	 � �q�
� 	 �q�

�
 �z �

A

e�k�
�	�

The characteristic polynomial pA��� of A is given by

pA��� � ���q��
��q���q�� Choosing q�� q�� q� in such

a way that all eigenvalues of A are located within the

unit circle� the observer error e�k� vanishes for k��

and condition ��� is met� With this it follows that the

dynamics �	�� initialized at an arbitrary point �z��� will

asymptotically �even exponentially� match the trans�

mitter dynamics �	��� Therefore� the receiver dynam�

ics �	�� which is fed with the bu�ered transmitted sig�

nal �y�k � ��� y�k � 	�� y�k�� synchronizes with �	���

The derivation of an observer of type � starts from the

observation that the solutions of �	�� satisfy z��k� �

z��k� � � for k � �� This suggests to consider an

observer of the form

�z�k�	� � ��y�k � ��� y�k � 	�� y�k��

�

�
���z��k�
���z��k�
����y�k��y�k��

�
�

�y�k� � �z��k�� k � ��

�	��

Again de�ning the error signal e �� �z � z� we now

obtain the error dynamics

e�k � 	� �

�
�� � �
� �� �
� � ��

�
e�k� �	��

for k � �� The convergence rate of the i�th component

can now be assigned by �i� without a�ecting the other

components� As was the case with observer 	� here we

again have that the receiver dynamics �	�� which is fed

with the bu�ered transmitted signal �y�k � ��� y�k �

	�� y�k�� synchronizes with �	���

Comparing both observer types� we see that the con�

vergence rate of each of the components of observer

type � can be assigned independently� while this is

not the case for observer type 	� Thus� observer type

� will give a better transient behavior than observer

type 	� On the other hand� however� observer type 	

with properly chosen q�� q�� q� is in general more ro�

bust to �measurement� noise than observer type � �cf�

���������

� Examples

As an example� consider the transmitter system

x��k�	� � ��	�	�x��k��	�x��k�� � 	 x��k�

x��k�	� � ��	�	�x��k��	�x��k�� � 	 x��k�
�	��

presented by Badola et al� in ���� Taking x��k� as the

drive signal� �m� l�	�� Badola et al� investigated the

synchronization of x��k� and the receiver signal x��k�

of which the dynamics were taken as

x��k�	� � ��	�	�x��k��	�x��k�� � 	 x��k�� �	��

Our aim is to apply an observer presented in the previ�

ous section as receiver dynamics for transmitter �	���

With y�k��x��k�� it is possible to design observers as

in the previous section in order to get the estimates

�x��k�� �x��k� for the signals x��k�� x��k�� The result�

ing observer equations are omitted for reasons of space�

For the subsequent simulations� the initial conditions

x��������� x�������� �x����� �x�������� and param�

eters ������ 	� ���
 were used� Following ���� x��k�

and x��k� do not synchronize for these parameters

and x���� � �x���� � ��� while the observers obtained

here show satisfactory behavior� Exemplary simula�

tions of the observer errors applying observer type 	

and � can be seen in �gures 	 and � for ���������

�for the observer type 	� this corresponds to the choice

q� � ����� q� � �	�� Both observers provide very good

estimations after �� iterations with a maximum abso�

lute observer error less than ������ As already men�

tioned in the previous section� observer type � shows

smaller observer errors during transient time than ob�

server type 	�

As a second example� we want to extend system �	��

to the third order transmitter system

x��k�	� � ��	�	�x��k��	�x��k�� � 	 x��k�

x��k�	� � ��	�	�x��k��	�x��k�� � 	 x��k�

x��k�	� � ��	�	�x��k��	�x��k�� � 	 x��k�

�	
�

with the drive signal y�k� � x��k� �m � 	� l � ��� In

this case� observing the unknown signals x��k� and

�In ���� x��k� is considered as the drive signal� Since the

coupled system given by �	
� is symmetric� we can exchange

x��k� and x��k��

�
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Fig� 	� Observer errors ei�k� � �xi�k��xi�k� �i� 	� ��
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Fig� �� Observer errors ei�k� � �xi�k��xi�k� �i� 	� ��

for system �	�� and observer type � �	��

x��k� is more di�cult because x��k� does not directly

in�uence the measured drive signal x��k� but only

via x��k�� For this reason� the coupling parameter

	 was increased up to ���� while the second parame�

ter �� ��� was not changed� For x����� ���� x�����

��� x���� � ���� �xi��� � ���� i � 	� �� �� and eigenval�

ues of the observer error dynamics �i����� i�	� �� �

�for the observer type 	� this corresponds to the choice

q� � ���	��� q� � ����� q� � �	���� the observer errors

applying observer types 	 and � are shown in �gures �

and �

It can be seen that je��k�j reaches very high values �up

to ���� with observer type 	� during transient time�

Nevertheless� after �� iterations the maximum abso�

lute observer error is less than ������

The examples show the e�ciency of observers taken as

�����

�����

�����

����

�����

�����

�	���

�

� �  � � 	� 	�
k

e��k�

e��k�

e��k�

Fig� �� Observer errors ei�k�� �xi�k��xi�k� �i�	� �� ��

for system �	
� and observer type 	 �	��

��

��

��

�

��

��

�	

�
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Fig� � Observer errors ei�k�� �xi�k��xi�k� �i�	� �� ��

for system �	
� and observer type � �	��

receiver dynamics in synchronization problems� espe�

cially when taking into consideration that synchroniza�

tion of transmitter system and observer is guaranteed

if the system is globally observable� Moreover� the

eigenvalues of the observer error dynamics and conse�

quently the convergence rate are selectable� For syn�

chronization as presented in ���� one is neither able

to guarantee synchronization nor able to in�uence the

number of steps until synchronizations occurs�

� Concluding remarks

We have presented a control perspective on synchro�

nization of discrete time transmitter systems� The

methodology of designing an observer as the receiver

system enables the exponential synchronization of





transmitter and receiver� and does not require any

condition on conditional Lyapunov exponents as is of�

ten the case when identical transmitter and receiver

systems are used� Essentially� the observer scheme

that is used in this paper exploits at each time in�

stant k the last n�	 measurements of the drive signal

y�k�� y�k�	�� ������ y�k�n�	�� with n being the dimen�

sion of the transmitter dynamics� and can be viewed as

a dynamic mechanism for the �Takens�Aeyels�Sauer�

Reconstruction Theorem� provided the system satis�

�es a global observability condition� Contrary to ����

our results are valid no matter how the initial condi�

tions are chosen�

The observer viewpoint on the synchronization prob�

lem has also been advocated for continuous time sys�

tems� see �	��� but the scheme as we used here in dis�

crete time has no direct analogue in continuous time�

An obvious way to proceed in continuous time there�

fore could exist in �fast� sampling of the continuous

time transmitter and then design a discrete time ob�

server as receiver� In that case the synchronization

error becomes small �depending on the sampling time

� but not identically zero� However� in many applica�

tions this will not be a big problem�
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